
Glossary for “Strictly from Dixie” and “Exit Gene Talmadge” 
 

Word Definition 

Aide Assistant 

Alarums and 

excursions 

Clamor, excitement, or feverish and disordered activity  

Anteroom An outer room that leads to another room and that is often used as a waiting 

room  

Ascend Climb 

Bawled To cry out loudly 

Bay Call loudly and yell  

Boarlike Similar to a large, male swine 

Bourbon Whiskey 

Buffoons Clown; a gross and usually ill-educated or stupid person 

Caesarean 

operation 

From Caesarean section:  Cutting open the walls of the abdomen and uterus 

for delivery of offspring.  Babies delivered by Caesarean are often in distress 

and have to be delivered quickly.   

Comic opera A funny opera with a happy ending and usually some spoken dialogue 

Conceived Invented or planned 

Coony Showing cleverness 

Corn pone A Southern tradition.  Corn bread often made without milk or eggs and baked 

or fried.  

Corny Very old-fashioned, simple, sentimental, as in a corny joke 

Correspondence Letters and notes 

Country “wool 

hat” boys 

In this article, members of Georgia’s Populist Party.  Also, small farmers. 

Cowlick A lock or tuft of hair growing in a different direction from the rest of the hair 

Demagogue A leader who makes use of popular prejudices and false claims and promises 

in order to gain power  

Derringers A short-barreled pocket pistol 

Dialogue A conversation between two or more persons 

Executive Top official.  In this article, the governor’s office 

Four-square Marked by boldness and conviction, forthright 

Georgy Georgia 

Glib Lacking depth, easy and informal 

Governments-in-

exile 

A government that exists someplace other than the official location.  In this 

case, since no one was really sure which of the three governors was the 

REAL governor, none of them could use the governor’s official office in the 

Georgia capital, so they set their offices up in other places. 

Governor-elect A person who has been elected governor but who has not yet been 

inaugurated or sworn in. 

Hawg A large pig.  When some people with a Southern accent say hog, it may 

sound like “hawg.” 

Heavy-lidded Eyelids that nearly or almost cover the eyes.  Some people are prejudiced and 

http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/prejudice%5b1%5d


believe that people with heavy-lids can’t be trusted because the eyelids make 

them look sneaky. 

Hot potato Have you ever tried to pick up a baked potato right out of the oven?  It’s so 

hot you can’t hold onto it for long and have to put it down quickly.  So a “hot 

potato” is something causing so much trouble nobody wants to touch it.  

Hummon When people with a Southern accent say Herman, it may come out as 

“Hummon.” 

Impetus Driving force, or “being on a roll” 

Inaugurated   Sworn into office 

Injunction A ruling granted by a court designed to stop an action 

“Interests” In this article, those who supported Gene Talmadge 

Inundated Overflow.  Example: During the heavy rain, we were inundated with water. 

Jurisdiction Power, right, or authority 

Liberal One who is open-minded or not strict in the observance of traditional or 

established forms or ways.  In politics, Liberals (note the uppsercase L) are 

the opposite of Conservatives. 

Majority More than half of the votes 

Melodrama A work (as a movie or play) that contains an over-the-top plot or lots of 

physical action. 

Millstone A large, flat stone used at a mill to grind corn or grain. 

Nest egg A natural or artificial egg left in a nest especially to induce a hen to continue 

to lay there. 

Noo Orleens New Orleans 

Obscurity The state of being hidden or shrouded in darkness 

Oratory A fancy speech 

Palace guard Those people who surround and support someone in power, usually behind 

the scenes. 

Pappy A Southern expression for Papa or father 

Parlay To use successfully.  Example:  He parlayed the first dollar he earned into his 

first million dollars.  

Pedantic Stodgy, unimaginative 

Pincer movement A combination of two forces acting against an opposing force  

Plying To keep furnishing or supplying something 

Politicos Politicians 

Porcelain Fine china, easily breakable 

Prejudice A strong and sometimes unreasonable belief formed before one has enough 

knowledge to make the correct decision.  Example: Before the Civil Rights 

movement in Georgia, many white people, especially in the South, were 

prejudiced against African-Americans just because that was the way people 

had been for years, not because of anything that African-Americans had done 

to deserve it. 

Pretender Not legally chosen or elected 

Pugilistic Boxing or fighting 

Rearguard action An action related to resistance 



Red-gallused Red suspenders 

Ruffians A brutal person or bully. 

Rumors Stories that are probably not true 

Slop a hawg Feed a pig.  Traditionally, slop was any leftover food or food waste that was 

fed to the pigs. 

Smalltime Insignificant in performance, scope, or standing 

Stage dressing Additions that make something look good, but that may not be permanent or 

real.  Example: After stage dressing, the house looked like it could sell for a 

million bucks.  

Thug Gangster or tough person 

Titillating Exciting 

Tobacco juice The juice that comes from chewing tobacco in one’s mouth.  

Tree-climbing 

Haggards 

Political operatives (plants) who assisted Talmadge on the campaign trail. 

They were Haggard brothers from Danielsville. 

Trough A long shallow often V-shaped receptacle for the drinking water or feed of 

domestic animals 

Turkey-necked Turkeys have skinny, rough, wrinkled necks.  Look at this photo of Gene 

Talmadge taken in 1942.  Can you see why the author described him as 

“turkey necked?” 

 
 

http://www.newgeorgiaencyclopedia.org/nge/Multimedia.jsp?id=m-
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Two-pants suits A suit that came with two pair of pants and one jacket 

Undismayed Did not lose hope. 

Veiled threats Threats that are not outright, but implied.  Example: “something just might 

happen to your business if you don’t do as I ask.” 

Verbiage Lots of words 

Written in As in write-in votes.  In some locations when citizens vote they do not have 

to select a candidate on the ballot.  Instead, they can “write-in” a person’s 

name.   
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Definition sources:  Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary (http://www.merriam-

webster.com/dictionary/), Dr. R.B. Rosenburg at Clayton State University, and/or contributions 

by Lou Brackett, graduate student at West Georgia University and native Georgian. 
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